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8-Point Face Value 

A 

ADENINE ADEEINN alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

ADIOSES ADEIOSS ADIOS, goodbye (concluding remark or gesture at parting) [n] 

ADNOUNS ADNNOSU ADNOUN, adjective when used as noun [n] 

ADORERS ADEORRS ADORER, one that adores (to love deeply) [n] 

ADORNER ADENORR one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n -S] 

ADRENAL AADELNR endocrine gland [n -S] 

ADULATE AADELTU to praise excessively [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEDILES ADEEILS AEDILE, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

AEGISES AEEGISS AEGIS, protection [n] 

AERADIO AADEIOR Canadian radio service for pilots [n -S] 

AERATED AADEERT AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AEROGEL AEEGLOR highly porous solid [n -S] 

AERUGOS AEGORSU AERUGO, green film that forms on copper [n] 

AGAINST AAGINST in opposition to [prep] 

AGAROSE AAEGORS sugar obtained from agar [n -S] 

AGEISTS AEGISST AGEIST, advocate of ageism [n] 

AGELESS AEEGLSS never growing old [adj] 

AGINNER AEGINNR one that is against change [n -S] 

AGITATE AAEGITT to move with violent, irregular action [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AGITATO AAGIOTT fast and stirring -- used as musical direction [adj] 

AGNAILS AAGILNS AGNAIL, piece of loose skin at base of fingernail [n] 

AGNATES AAEGNST AGNATE, relative on father's side [n] 

AGNOSIA AAGINOS loss of ability to recognize familiar objects [n -S] 

AGONIES AEGINOS AGONY, extreme pain [n] 

AGONISE AEGINOS to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AGONIST AGINOST one that is engaged in struggle [n -S] 

AGOUTIS AGIOSTU AGOUTI, burrowing rodent [n] 

AIDLESS ADEILSS helpless (defenseless) [adj] 

AIGLETS AEGILST AIGLET, aglet (metal sheath at end of lace) [n] 

AIGRETS AEGIRST AIGRET, aigrette (tuft of feathers worn as head ornament) [n] 

AIRDATE AADEIRT  scheduled date of broadcast [n -S] 

AIRINGS AGIINRS AIRING, exposure to air [n] 

AIRSIDE ADEIIRS  side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 

AIRTING AGIINRT AIRT, to guide (to show way to) [v] 

ALDOSES ADELOSS ALDOSE, type of sugar [n] 

ALDRINS ADILNRS ALDRIN, insecticide [n] 

ALEGARS AAEGLRS ALEGAR, sour ale [n] 

ALERTED ADEELRT ALERT, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

ALIASED AADEILS ALIAS, to assign assumed name to [v] 

ALIENED ADEEILN ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

ALIGNER AEGILNR one that aligns (to arrange in straight line) [n -S] 

ALINING AGIILNN ALINE, to align (to arrange in straight line) [v] 

ALIUNDE ADEILNU from source extrinsic to matter at hand [adv] 

ALLEGER AEEGLLR one that alleges (to assert without proof or before proving) [n -S] 
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ALLEGES AEEGLLS ALLEGE, to assert without proof or before proving [v] 

ALLEGRO AEGLLOR musical passage played in rapid tempo [n -S] 

ALLODIA AADILLO ALLODIUM, land held in absolute ownership [n] 

ALLONGE AEGLLNO addition to document [n -S] 

ALLSEED ADEELLS plant having many seeds [n -S] 

ALLUDES ADELLSU ALLUDE, to make indirect reference [v] 

ALLURED ADELLRU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALODIAL AADILLO ALODIUM, allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [adj] 

ALTERED ADEELRT ALTER, to make different [v] 

ALUDELS ADELLSU ALUDEL, pear-shaped vessel [n] 

ANAGENS AAEGNNS ANAGEN, hair growth period [n]  

ANALGIA AAAGILN inability to feel pain [n -S] 

ANALOGS AAGLNOS ANALOG, analogue (something that bears analogy to something else) [n] 

ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANDANTE AADENNT moderately slow musical passage [n -S] 

ANDIRON ADINNOR metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n -S] 

ANEARED AADEENR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

ANELING AEGILNN ANELE, to anoint (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [v] 

ANERGIA AAEGINR anergy (lack of energy) [n -S] 

ANEROID ADEINOR type of barometer [n -S] 

ANGARIA AAAGINR angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S] 

ANGELUS AEGLNSU Roman Catholic prayer [n -ES] 

ANGINAL AAGILNN ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [adj] 

ANGINAS AAGINNS ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [n] 

ANGLERS AEGLNRS ANGLER, one that angles (to fish with hook and line) [n] 

ANGORAS AAGNORS ANGORA, long, silky hair of domestic goat [n] 

ANGRIER AEGINRR ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adj] 

ANGUINE AEGINNU resembling snake [adj] 

ANGULAR AAGLNRU having sharp corners [adj] 

ANISEED ADEEINS  seed of anise used as flavoring [n -S] 

ANLAGEN AAEGLNN ANLAGE, initial cell structure from which embryonic organ develops [n] 

ANLAGES AAEGLNS ANLAGE, initial cell structure from which embryonic organ develops [n] 

ANNELID ADEILNN any of phylum of segmented worms [n -S] 

ANODISE ADEINOS to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ANSATED AADENST ansate (having handle) [adj] 

ANTEING AEGINNT ANTE, to put fixed stake into pot before cards are dealt in poker [v] 

ANTIGEN AEGINNT substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n -S] 

ANTIGUN AGINNTU opposed to guns [adj] 

ANTILOG AGILNOT  number corresponding to given logarithm [n -S] 

ANTINGS AGINNST ANTING, deliberate placing, by certain birds, of living ants among feathers [n] 

ANTIRED ADEINRT opposed to communism [adj] 

ANTISAG AAGINST designed to prevent sagging [adj] 

ARANEID AADEINR spider [n -S] 

ARDOURS ADORRSU ARDOUR, ardor (intensity of emotion) [n] 

ARDUOUS ADORSUU involving great labor or hardship [adj]  

ARGALAS AAAGLRS ARGALA, type of stork (wading bird) [n] 
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ARGALIS AAGILRS ARGALI, wild sheep [n] 

ARGENTS AEGNRST ARGENT, silver [n] 

ARGUERS AEGRRSU ARGUER, one that argues (to present reasons for or against) [n] 

ARGUSES AEGRSSU ARGUS, East Indian pheasant [n] 

ARIDEST ADEIRST ARID, extremely dry [adj] 

ARISING AGIINRS ARISE, to get up [v] 

AROUSED ADEORSU AROUSE, to stimulate [v] 

ARRAIGN AAGINRR to call before court of law to answer indictment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ARRANGE AAEGNRR to put in definite or proper order [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ARRASED AADERRS ARRAS, tapestry [adj] 

ARTIGIS AGIIRST ARTIGI, atigi (type of Inuit parka) [n] 

ARUGOLA AAGLORU arugula (European annual herb) [n -S] 

ARUGULA AAGLRUU European annual herb [n -S] 

ASIAGOS AAGIOSS ASIAGO, Italian cheese [n]  

ASSAGAI AAAGISS to pierce with light spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSEGAI AAEGISS to assagai (to pierce with light spear) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSIGNS AGINSSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

ASSUAGE AAEGSSU to make less severe [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ASSURED ADERSSU insured person [n -S] / ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTOUND ADNOSTU to amaze (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

ASTRIDE ADEIRST with one leg on each side [adv] 

ASUNDER ADENRSU into pieces [adv] 

ATINGLE AEGILNT tingling [adj] 

ATONING AGINNOT ATONE, to make amends or reparation [v] 

ATTENDS ADENSTT ATTEND, to be present at [v] 

ATTIRED ADEIRTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

ATTUNED ADENTTU ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

AUDIENT ADEINTU one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n -S] 

AUDILES ADEILSU AUDILE, one whose mental imagery is chiefly auditory [n] 

AUDISTS ADISSTU AUDIST, one that engages in audism [n]  

AUDITEE ADEEITU one that is audited [n -S] 

AUDITOR ADIORTU one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n -S] 

AUGITES AEGISTU AUGITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AUGURAL AAGLRUU pertaining to augury (practice of auguring) [adj] 

AUGURER AEGRRUU one that augurs (to foretell from omens) [n -S] 

AULDEST ADELSTU AULD, old (living or existing for relatively long time) [adj] 

AURATED AADERTU aurate (having ears) [adj] 

AUTOING AGINOTU AUTO, to ride in automobile [v] 
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DAILIES ADEIILS DAILY, newspaper published every weekday [n] 

DAIRIES ADEIIRS DAIRY, establishment dealing in milk products [n] 

DAISIES ADEIISS DAISY, flowering plant [n] 

DALASIS AADILSS DALASI, unit of Gambian currency [n] 
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DALLIER ADEILLR one that dallies (to waste time) [n -S] 

DALLIES ADEILLS DALLY, to waste time [v] 

DALTONS ADLNOST DALTON, unit of atomic mass [n] 

DANSEUR ADENRSU male ballet dancer [n -S] 

DARIOLE ADEILOR type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n -S] 

DARNELS ADELNRS DARNEL, annual grass [n] 

DARNERS ADENRRS DARNER, one that darns (to mend with interlacing stitches) [n] 

DARNEST ADENRST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DARTERS ADERRST DARTER, one that darts (to move suddenly or swiftly) [n] 

DARTLES ADELRST DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 

DASSIES ADEISSS DASSIE, hyrax (small, harelike mammal) [n] 

DATURAS AADRSTU DATURA, flowering plant [n] 

DAUNTER ADENRTU one that daunts (to intimidate) [n -S] 

DAUTIES ADEISTU DAUTIE, small pet [n] 

DEALATE AADEELT insect divested of its wings [n -S] 

DEALERS ADEELRS DEALER, one that deals (to trade or do business) [n] 

DEAREST ADEERST DEAR, greatly loved [adj] / much-loved person [n -S] 

DEARIES ADEEIRS DEARIE, deary (darling (much-loved person)) [n] / DEARY [n] 

DEITIES DEEIIST DEITY, god or goddess [n] 

DELAINE ADEEILN wool fabric [n -S] 

DELATES ADEELST DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELATOR ADELORT one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELIRIA ADEIILR DELIRIUM, wild frenzy [n] 

DELISTS DEILSST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DELLIES DEEILLS DELLY, deli (delicatessen) [n] 

DELOUSE DEELOSU to remove lice from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DENARII ADEIINR DENARIUS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

DENIALS ADEILNS DENIAL, act of denying (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

DENIERS DEEINRS DENIER, one that denies (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

DENOTES DEENOST DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENSEST DEENSST DENSE, compact (closely and firmly united) [adj] 

DENTALS ADELNST DENTAL, dentally produced sound [n] 

DENTATE ADEENTT having teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [adj] 

DENTILS DEILNST DENTIL, small rectangular block [n] 

DENTINE DEEINNT dentin (hard substance forming body of tooth) [n -S] 

DENTINS DEINNST DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [n] 

DENTIST DEINSTT one who treats teeth [n -S] 

DENTURE DEENRTU set of teeth [n -S] 

DERAILS ADEILRS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DERATES ADEERST DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERNIER DEEINRR last [adj] 

DERRIES DEEIRRS DERRY, meaningless word used in chorus of old songs [n] 

DESALTS ADELSST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESERTS DEERSST DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v] 

DESIRER DEEIRRS one that desires (to wish for) [n -S] 
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DESIRES DEEIRSS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DESISTS DEISSST DESIST, to cease doing something [v] 

DESSERT DEERSST something served as last course of meal [n -S] 

DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTINE DEEINST to determine beforehand [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DETAILS ADEILST DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DETAINS ADEINST DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETENTE DEEENTT easing of international tension [n -S] 

DETENTS DEENSTT DETENT, locking or unlocking mechanism [n] 

DETESTS DEESSTT DETEST, to dislike intensely [v] 

DETINUE DEEINTU action to recover property wrongfully detained [n -S] 

DETOURS DEORSTU DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

DETRAIN ADEINRT to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETUNES DEENSTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DIALERS ADEILRS DIALER, one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk) [n] 

DIALIST ADIILST dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n -S] 

DIALLEL ADEILLL pertaining to genetic crossing [adj] 

DIALLER ADEILLR dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n -S] 

DIARIES ADEIIRS DIARY, personal journal [n] 

DIARIST ADIIRST one who keeps diary (personal journal) [n -S] 

DIASTER ADEIRST stage in mitosis [n -S]  

DIATRON ADINORT  circuitry design that uses diodes [n -S] 

DIESELS DEEILSS DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DIESTER DEEIRST type of chemical compound [n -S] 

DIETERS DEEIRST DIETER, one that diets (to regulate one's daily sustenance) [n] 

DILATER ADEILRT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

DILATES ADEILST DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILATOR ADILORT one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILLIES DEIILLS DILLY, something remarkable [n] 

DILUENT DEILNTU diluting substance [n -S] 

DILUTER DEILRTU one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n -S] 

DILUTES DEILSTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DILUTOR DILORTU diluter (one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of)) [n -S] 

DINEROS DEINORS DINERO, former silver coin of Peru [n] 

DINETTE DEEINTT small dining room [n -S] 

DINITRO DIINORT containing two nitro groups [adj] 

DINNERS DEINNRS DINNER, main meal of day [n] 

DIORITE DEIIORT igneous rock [n -S]  

DIRTIER DEIIRRT DIRTY, unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

DIRTIES DEIIRST DIRTY, to make dirty [v] 

DISEASE ADEEISS to make unhealthy [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISEURS DEIRSSU DISEUR, skilled reciter [n] 

DISEUSE DEEISSU female entertainer [n -S] 

DISRATE ADEIRST to lower in rating or rank [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DISROOT DIOORST to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSEAT ADEISST to unseat (to remove from seat) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DISSENT DEINSST to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSERT DEIRSST to discuss in learned or formal manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTAIN ADIINST to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTANT ADINSTT far off or apart [adj] 

DISTENT DEINSTT distended [adj] 

DISTILL DIILLST to extract by vaporization and condensation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTILS DIILSST DISTIL, to distill (to extract by vaporization and condensation) [v] 

DISTORT DIORSTT to put out of shape [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISUSES DEISSSU DISUSE, to stop using [v] 

DITSIER DEIIRST DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj] 

DITTIES DEIISTT DITTY, short, simple song [n] 

DIURNAL ADILNRU diary (personal journal) [n -S] 

DIURONS DINORSU DIURON, herbicide [n] 

DOILIES DEIILOS DOILY, small napkin [n] 

DOLLARS ADLLORS DOLLAR, monetary unit of United States [n] 

DOLLIES DEILLOS DOLLY, to move on wheeled platform [v] 

DOLOURS DLOORSU DOLOUR, dolor (grief (intense mental distress)) [n] 

DONAIRS ADINORS DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] 

DONATES ADENOST DONATE, to contribute [v] 

DONATOR ADNOORT donor (one that donates (to contribute)) [n -S] 

DONNEES DEENNOS DONNEE, set of assumptions upon which story proceeds [n] 

DONNERT DENNORT donnered (dazed) [adj] 

DOOLEES DEELOOS DOOLEE, stretcher for sick or wounded [n] 

DOOLIES DEILOOS DOOLIE, doolee (stretcher for sick or wounded) [n] / DOOLY [n] 

DORSALS ADLORSS DORSAL, dorsally located anatomical part [n] 

DORSELS DELORSS DORSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

DORSERS DEORRSS DORSER, dosser (basket carried on back) [n] 

DOSSALS ADLOSSS DOSSAL, ornamental cloth hung behind altar [n] 

DOSSELS DELOSSS DOSSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

DOSSERS DEORSSS DOSSER, basket carried on back [n] 

DOSSIER DEIORSS file of papers on single subject [n -S] 

DOSSILS DILOSSS DOSSIL, cloth roll for wiping ink [n] 

DOTIEST DEIOSTT DOTY, stained by decay [adj] 

DOTTELS DELOSTT DOTTEL, dottle (mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco) [n] 

DOTTERS DEORSTT DOTTER, one that dots (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [n] 

DOTTIER DEIORTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

DOTTLES DELOSTT DOTTLE, mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco [n] 

DOTTREL DELORTT dotterel (shorebird) [n -S] 

DOUREST DEORSTU DOUR, sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

DOURINE DEINORU disease of horses [n -S] 

DOUSERS DEORSSU DOUSER, one that douses (to plunge into water) [n] 

DRAINER ADEINRR one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

DREARER ADEERRR DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

DRESSER DEERRSS one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n -S] 

DRESSES DEERSSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRILLER DEILLRR one that drills (to bore hole in) [n -S] 
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DROLLER DELLORR DROLL, comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement)) [adj] 

DRONERS DENORRS DRONER, one that drones (to make continuous low sound) [n] 

DROSERA ADEORRS sundew (marsh plant) [n -S] 

DROSSES DEORSSS DROSS, waste matter [n] 

DUALISE ADEILSU to dualize (to make twofold) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DUALIST ADILSTU adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n -S] 

DUALLIE ADEILLU dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n -S] 

DUELERS DEELRSU DUELER, one that duels (to fight formally) [n] 

DUELIST DEILSTU dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 

DUELLER DEELLRU dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 

DUELLOS DELLOSU DUELLO, art of dueling; duel [n] 

DUENESS DEENSSU  state of being owed [n -ES] 

DUENNAS ADENNSU DUENNA, governess (woman who governs) [n] 

DULLEST DELLSTU DULL, mentally slow [adj] 

DULNESS DELNSSU dullness (state of being dull (mentally slow)) [n -ES] 

DUNITES DEINSTU DUNITE, igneous rock [n] 

DUNLINS DILNNSU DUNLIN, wading bird [n] 

DUNNESS DENNSSU  state of being dun (of dull brown color) [n -ES] 

DUNNEST DENNSTU DUN, of dull brown color [adj] 

DUNNITE DEINNTU explosive [n -S] 

DUOTONE DENOOTU illustration in two tones [n -S] 

DURIANS ADINRSU DURIAN, East Indian tree [n] 

DURIONS DINORSU DURION, durian (East Indian tree) [n] 

DURRIES DEIRRSU DURRIE, dhurrie (cotton rug made in India) [n] 

DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DUSTIER DEIRSTU DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 

DUTEOUS DEOSTUU dutiful (obedient (obeying or willing to obey)) [adj] 
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EAGERER AEEEGRR EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EAGLETS AEEGLST EAGLET, young eagle [n] 

EANLING AEGILNN yeanling (young of sheep or goat) [n -S] 

EARINGS AEGINRS EARING, line on ship [n] 

EARNING AEGINNR EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service [v] 

EARRING AEGINRR ornament for earlobe [n -S] 

EASELED ADEEELS EASEL, three-legged frame [adj] 

EASTING AEGINST movement toward east [n -S] 

EATINGS AEGINST EATING, act of consuming food [n] 

EDITION DEIINOT particular series of printed material [n -S] 

EDITORS DEIORST EDITOR, one that edits (to correct and prepare for publication) [n] 

EGALITE AEEGILT equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n -S] 

EGOISTS EGIOSST EGOIST, one who practices egoism (extreme devotion to self-interest) [n] 

EGOLESS EEGLOSS not characterized by egoism [adj] 

EGOTIST EGIOSTT conceited person [n -S] 

EIDOLON DEILNOO phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n -LA, -S] 
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ELATING AEGILNT ELATE, to raise spirits of [v] 

ELDESTS DEELSST ELDEST, oldest one of three or more [n] 

ELDRESS DEELRSS female elder (church officer) [n -ES] 

ELEGANT AEEGLNT tastefully opulent [adj] 

ELEGIES EEEGILS ELEGY, mournful poem for one who is dead [n] 

ELEGISE EEEGILS to elegize (to write elegy) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ELEGIST EEGILST one that writes elegies [n -S] 

ELEGITS EEGILST ELEGIT, type of judicial writ [n] 

ELODEAS ADEELOS ELODEA, aquatic herb [n] 

ELOIGNS EGILNOS ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

ELOINED DEEILNO ELOIN, to eloign (to remove to distant place) [v] 

ELUDERS DEELRSU ELUDER, one that eludes (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

ELUTING EGILNTU ELUTE, to remove by means of solvent [v] 

ENDEARS ADEENRS ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDITES DEEINST ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDLESS DEELNSS enduring forever (indefinite length of time) [adj] 

ENDNOTE DEENNOT note placed at end of text [n -S] 

ENDORSE DEENORS to sign back of negotiable document [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENDRINS DEINNRS ENDRIN, insecticide [n] 

ENDURER DEENRRU one that endures (to last (to continue in existence)) [n -S] 

ENDURES DEENRSU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENDUROS DENORSU ENDURO, long race [n] 

ENGINES EEGINNS ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENGLUTS EGLNSTU ENGLUT, to gulp down [v] 

ENGRAIL AEGILNR to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAIN AEGINNR to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGROSS EGNORSS to occupy completely [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENISLED DEEILNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENLARGE AEEGLNR to make or become larger [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENNEADS ADEENNS ENNEAD, group of nine [n] 

ENRAGES AEEGNRS ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENSIGNS EGINNSS ENSIGN, navy officer [n] 

ENSILED DEEILNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSUING EGINNSU ENSUE, to occur afterward or as result [v] 

ENSURED DEENRSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENTERED DEEENRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENURING EGINNRU ENURE, to inure (to accustom to accept something undesirable) [v] 

ERASING AEGINRS ERASE, to rub or scrape out [v] 

ERELONG EEGLNOR soon (in near future) [adv] 

ERGATES AEEGRST ERGATE, worker ant [n] 

ERINGOS EGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

ERODENT DEENORT erosive (causing erosion (act of eroding (erode))) [adj] 

ERRANDS ADENRRS ERRAND, short trip made for particular purpose [n] 

ERUDITE DEEIRTU scholarly (resembling scholar (learned person)) [adj] 

ESTATED ADEESTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ETAGERE AEEEGRT ornamental stand [n -S] 
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EUGENIA AEEGINU tropical evergreen tree [n -S] 

EUGENOL EEGLNOU aromatic liquid [n -S] 

EUGLENA AEEGLNU freshwater protozoan [n -S] 

EULOGIA AEGILOU EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] / blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n -S] / holy bread [n -E, -S] 

 

8-Point Face Value 

G 

GAINERS AEGINRS GAINER, one that gains (to acquire (to come into possession of)) [n] 

GAITERS AEGIRST GAITER, covering for lower leg [n] 

GALATEA AAAEGLT strong cotton fabric [n -S] 

GALEATE AAEEGLT GALEA, helmet-shaped anatomical part [adj] 

GALENAS AAEGLNS GALENA, principal ore of lead [n] 

GALERES AEEGLRS GALERE, group of people having common quality [n] 

GALETTE AEEGLTT flat round cake [n -S] 

GALILEE AEEGILL type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n -S] 

GALIOTS AGILOST GALIOT, galliot (small galley) [n] 

GALLANT AAGLLNT to court woman [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GALLATE AAEGLLT chemical salt [n -S] 

GALLEIN AEGILLN green dye [n -S] 

GALLEON AEGLLNO large sailing vessel [n -S] 

GALLETA AAEGLLT perennial grass [n -S] 

GALLETS AEGLLST GALLET, to fill in mortar joints with stone chips [v] 

GALLIES AEGILLS GALLY, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

GALLIOT AGILLOT small galley [n -S] 

GALLNUT AGLLNTU abnormal swelling of plant tissue [n -S] 

GALLONS AGLLNOS GALLON, unit of liquid measure [n] 

GALLOON AGLLNOO ornamental braid [n -S] 

GALLOOT AGLLOOT galoot (awkward or uncouth person) [n -S] 

GALLOUS AGLLOSU containing gallium (metallic element) [adj] 

GALOOTS AGLOOST GALOOT, awkward or uncouth person [n] 

GALORES AEGLORS GALORE, abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n] 

GANNETS AEGNNST GANNET, large seabird [n] 

GANTLET AEGLNTT to overlap railroad tracks [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAOLERS AEGLORS GAOLER, jailer (keeper of jail) [n] 

GARNERS AEGNRRS GARNER, to gather and store [v] 

GARNETS AEGNRST GARNET, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

GAROTES AEGORST GAROTE, to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v] 

GAROTTE AEGORTT to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

GARRETS AEGRRST GARRET, attic (story or room directly below roof of house) [n] 

GARRONS AGNORRS GARRON, small, sturdy horse [n] 

GARROTE AEGORRT to execute by strangling [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GARTERS AEGRRST GARTER, to fasten with elastic band [v] 

GASEOUS AEGOSSU pertaining to gas [adj] 

GASLESS AEGLSSS having no gas [adj] 

GASSERS AEGRSSS GASSER, one that gasses (to supply with gas (substance capable of indefinite expansion)) [n] 

GASSIER AEGIRSS GASSY, containing gas [adj] 
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GASTERS AEGRSST GASTER, enlarged part of abdomen in some insects [n] 

GASTRAL AAGLRST pertaining to stomach [adj] 

GASTREA AAEGRST gastraea (type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals)) [n -S] 

GASTRIN AGINRST hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

GATEAUS AAEGSTU GATEAU, fancy cake [n] 

GAUNTER AEGNRTU GAUNT, emaciated [adj] 

GAUSSES AEGSSSU GAUSS, unit of magnetic induction [n] 

GELANTS AEGLNST GELANT, gellant (substance used to produce gelling) [n] 

GELATES AEEGLST GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v] 

GELATIN AEGILNT glutinous substance [n -S] 

GELATIS AEGILST GELATI, GELATO, Italian ice cream [n] 

GELATOS AEGLOST GELATO, Italian ice cream [n] 

GELLANT AEGLLNT substance used to produce gelling [n -S] 

GELLIES EEGILLS GELLY, gelignite (high explosive) [n] 

GENERAL AEEGLNR military officer [n -S] 

GENESES EEEGNSS GENESIS, origin (coming into being) [n] 

GENESIS EEGINSS origin (coming into being) [n -SES] 

GENETTE EEEGNTT genet (carnivorous mammal) [n -S] 

GENISTA AEGINST shrub with yellow flowers [n -S] 

GENITAL AEGILNT pertaining to reproduction [adj] 

GENITOR EGINORT male parent [n -S] 

GENOISE EEGINOS rich sponge cake [n -S] 

GENTEEL EEEGLNT well-bred or refined [adj -ER, -EST] 

GENTIAN AEGINNT flowering plant [n -S] 

GENTILE EEGILNT non-Jewish person [n -S] 

GENTLER EEGLNRT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GENTLES EEGLNST GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v] 

GENTOOS EGNOOST GENTOO, gray-backed penguin [n] 

GENUINE EEGINNU authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief) [adj] 

GENUSES EEGNSSU GENUS, kind, sort, or class [n] 

GERENTS EEGNRST GERENT, ruler or manager [n] 

GESSOES EEGOSSS GESSO, plaster mixture [n] 

GESTALT AEGLSTT unified whole [n -EN, -S] 

GESTATE AEEGSTT to carry in uterus during pregnancy [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GESTURE EEGRSTU to express by bodily motion [v -D, -RING, -S] 

GETOUTS EGOSTTU GETOUT, excuse to avoid doing something [n] 

GETTERS EEGRSTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v] 

GIAOURS AGIORSU GIAOUR, non-Muslim [n] 

GILLERS EGILLRS GILLER, one that gills (to catch fish with type of net) [n] 

GILLIES EGIILLS GILLIE, ghillie (type of shoe (covering for foot)) [n] / GILLY, to transport on type of wagon [v] 

GILLNET EGILLNT to gill (to catch fish with type of net) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

GINNERS EGINNRS GINNER, one that gins cotton [n] 

GINNIER EGIINNR GINNY, affected with gin (strong liquor) [adj] 

GIRASOL AGILORS variety of opal [n -S] 

GIRLIER EGIILRR GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GIROLLE EGILLOR edible mushroom [n -S] 
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GIROSOL GILOORS girasol (variety of opal) [n -S] 

GITANOS AGINOST GITANO, Spanish gypsy [n] 

GITTERN EGINRTT medieval guitar [n -S] 

GLAIRES AEGILRS GLAIRE, to glair (to coat with egg white) [v] 

GLARIER AEGILRR GLARY, glaring [adj] 

GLASSES AEGLSSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSIE AEGILSS type of playing marble [n -S] 

GLEANER AEEGLNR one that gleans (to gather little by little) [n -S] 

GLIOSES EGILOSS GLIOSIS, pathological proliferation of glial cells [n] 

GLIOSIS GIILOSS pathological proliferation of glial cells [n -SES] 

GLISSES EGILSSS GLISSE, dance step [n] 

GLISTEN EGILNST to shine by reflection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLISTER EGILRST to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLITTER EGILRTT to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLOATER AEGLORT one that gloats (to regard with great or excessive satisfaction) [n -S] 

GLONOIN GILNNOO nitroglycerin [n -S] 

GLORIAS AGILORS GLORIA, halo [n] 

GLORIES EGILORS GLORY, to rejoice proudly [v] 

GLOSSAE AEGLOSS GLOSSA, tongue [n] 

GLOSSAL AGLLOSS GLOSSA, tongue [adj] 

GLOSSAS AGLOSSS GLOSSA, tongue [n] 

GLOSSER EGLORSS one that glosses (to make lustrous) [n -S] 

GLOSSES EGLOSSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GLOTTAL AGLLOTT GLOTTIS, opening between vocal cords [adj] 

GLOTTIS GILOSTT opening between vocal cords [n -IDES, -ES] 

GLUIEST EGILSTU GLUEY, resembling glue [adj] 

GLUTEAL AEGLLTU of or pertaining to buttock muscles [adj] 

GLUTENS EGLNSTU GLUTEN, sticky component of grain flours that contains glutenin [n] 

GLUTEUS EGLSTUU  buttock muscle [n -EI] 

GLUTTON GLNOTTU person who eats to excess [n -S] 

GOALIES AEGILOS GOALIE, player who defends against goals [n] 

GOANNAS AAGNNOS GOANNA, large monitor lizard [n] 

GOATEES AEEGOST GOATEE, small pointed beard [n] 

GOATIER AEGIORT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

GOITERS EGIORST GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [n] 

GOITRES EGIORST GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [n] 

GOOIEST EGIOOST GOOEY, sticky or viscid [adj] 

GOOLIES EGILOOS GOOLIE, offensive word [n] / GOOLY [n] 

GOONIER EGINOOR GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

GOONIES EGINOOS GOONIE, gooney (albatross (large seabird)) [n] / GOONY [n] 

GOORALS AGLOORS GOORAL, goral (goat antelope) [n] 

GOOSIER EGIOORS GOOSEY, goosy (resembling goose (swimming bird)) [adj] / GOOSY [adj] 

GORIEST EGIORST GORY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

GORILLA AGILLOR large ape [n -S] 

GORSIER EGIORRS GORSY, abounding in gorse [adj] 

GOSSANS AGNOSSS GOSSAN, type of decomposed rock [n] 
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GOSSOON GNOOOSS boy (male child) [n -S] 

GOUTIER EGIORTU GOUTY, affected with gout [adj] 

GRAINER AEGINRR one that grains (to form into small particles) [n -S] 

GRANITA AAGINRT iced dessert [n -S] 

GRANITE AEGINRT type of rock [n -S] 

GRANNIE AEGINNR granny (grandmother) [n -S] 

GRANOLA AAGLNOR breakfast cereal [n -S] 

GRANTEE AEEGNRT one to whom something is granted [n -S] 

GRANTER AEGNRRT one that grants (to bestow upon) [n -S] 

GRANTOR AGNORRT granter (one that grants (to bestow upon)) [n -S] 

GRANULE AEGLNRU small particle [n -S] 

GRASSES AEGRSSS GRASS, to cover with grass (herbaceous plants) [v] 

GRATERS AEGRRST GRATER, one that grates (to reduce to shreds by rubbing) [n] 

GRATINE AEGINRT covered with crust [adj] 

GRATINS AGINRST GRATIN, type of food crust [n] 

GREASER AEEGRRS one that greases (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [n -S] 

GREASES AEEGRSS GREASE, to smear with grease (lubricating substance) [v] 

GREATEN AEEGNRT to make greater [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GREATER AEEGRRT GREAT, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

GREENER EEEGNRR GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREENIE EEEGINR amphetamine pill [n -S] 

GREETER EEEGRRT one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n -S] 

GREISEN EEGINRS type of rock [n -S] 

GRILLER EGILLRR one that grills (to broil on gridiron) [n -S] 

GRILLES EGILLRS GRILLE, grating (network of bars covering opening) [n] 

GRILSES EGILRSS GRILSE, young salmon [n] 

GRINNER EGINNRR one that grins (to smile broadly) [n -S] 

GRISONS GINORSS GRISON, carnivorous mammal [n] 

GRISTER EGIRRST one that grinds grain [n -S] 

GRISTLE EGILRST tough part of meat [n -S] 

GRITTER EGIRRTT one that grits (to press teeth together) [n -S] 

GROANER AEGNORR one that groans (to utter low, mournful sound) [n -S] 

GROSSER EGORRSS GROSS, flagrant (extremely conspicuous) [adj] / product yielding large volume of business [n -S] 

GROSSES EGORSSS GROSS, to earn exclusive of deductions [v] 

GROTTOS GOORSTT GROTTO, cave [n] 

GROUSER EGORRSU one that grouses (to complain (to express discontent)) [n -S] 

GROUSES EGORSSU GROUSE, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

GROUTER EGORRTU one that grouts (to fill with thin mortar) [n -S] 

GRUELER EEGLRRU one that gruels (to disable by hard work) [n -S] 

GRUNION GINNORU small food fish [n -S] 

GRUNTER EGNRRTU one that grunts (to utter deep, guttural sound) [n -S] 

GRUNTLE EGLNRTU to put in good humor [v -D, -LING, -S] 

GRUTTEN EGNRTTU GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

GUANASE AAEGNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

GUANINE AEGINNU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUANINS AGINNSU GUANIN, guanine (chemical compound) [n] 
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GUARANA AAAGNRU South American shrub [n -S] 

GUARANI AAGINRU monetary unit of Paraguay [n -ES, -S] 

GUENONS EGNNOSU GUENON, long-tailed monkey [n] 

GUESSER EEGRSSU one that guesses (to form opinion from little or no evidence) [n -S] 

GUESSES EEGSSSU GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v] 

GUINEAS AEGINSU GUINEA, formerly used British coin [n] 

GUITARS AGIRSTU GUITAR, stringed musical instrument [n] 

GULLETS EGLLSTU GULLET, throat [n] 

GULLIES EGILLSU GULLY, to form ravines by action of water [v] 

GUNITES EGINSTU GUNITE, mixture of cement, sand, and water [n] 

GUNLESS EGLNSSU having no gun [adj] 

GUNNELS EGLNNSU GUNNEL, marine fish [n] 

GUNNERA AEGNNRU plant with large leaves [n -S] 

GUNNERS EGNNRSU GUNNER, one that operates gun [n] 

GUNNIES EGINNSU GUNNY, coarse fabric [n] 

GUNSELS EGLNSSU GUNSEL, gunman (one who is armed with gun) [n] 

GUNTERS EGNRSTU GUNTER, type of sail [n] 

GURNETS EGNRSTU GURNET, gurnard (marine fish) [n] 

GURRIES EGIRRSU GURRY, fish offal [n] 

GUSSETS EGSSSTU GUSSET, to furnish with reinforcing piece of material [v] 

GUSSIES EGISSSU GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v] 

GUSTIER EGIRSTU GUSTY, blowing in gusts [adj] 

GUSTOES EGOSSTU GUSTO, vigorous enjoyment [n] 

GUTLESS EGLSSTU lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

GUTSIER EGIRSTU GUTSY, brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

GUTTATE AEGTTTU resembling drop [adj] 

GUTTERS EGRSTTU GUTTER, to form channels for draining off water [v] 

GUTTIER EGIRTTU GUTTY, marked by courage [adj] 

GUTTLER EGLRTTU one that guttles (to eat rapidly) [n -] 

GUTTLES EGLSTTU GUTTLE, to eat rapidly [v] 
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IDEATES ADEEIST IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

IDLESSE DEEILSS idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n -S] 

IDOLISE DEIILOS to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IGNATIA AAGIINT medicinal seed [n -S] 

IGNEOUS EGINOSU pertaining to fire [adj] 

IGNITER EGIINRT one that ignites (to set on fire) [n -S] 

IGNITES EGIINST IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITOR GIINORT igniter (one that ignites (to set on fire)) [n -S] 

IGNORER EGINORR one that ignores (to refuse to notice) [n -S] 

IGNORES EGINORS IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

IGUANAS AAGINSU IGUANA, tropical lizard [n] 

ILLEGAL AEGILLL person who enters country without authorization [n -S] 

ILLUDES DEILLSU ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 
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INDENES DEEINNS INDENE, hydrocarbon [n] 

INDENTS DEINNST INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 

INDITER DEIINRT one that indites (to write or compose) [n -S] 

INDITES DEIINST INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDOLES DEILNOS INDOLE, chemical compound [n] 

INDOORS DINOORS in or into house [adv] 

INDORSE DEINORS to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INDULIN DIILNNU induline (blue dye) [n -S] 

INDULTS DILNSTU INDULT, privilege granted by pope [n] 

INDUNAS ADINNSU INDUNA, tribal overseer in Africa [n] 

INDUSIA ADIINSU INDUSIUM, enclosing membrane [n] 

INEDITA ADEIINT unpublished literary works [n INEDITA] 

INGATES AEGINST INGATE, channel by which molten metal enters mold [n] 

INGENUE EEGINNU naive young woman [n -S] 

INGESTA AEGINST ingested material [n INGESTA] 

INGESTS EGINSST INGEST, to take into body [v] 

INGRAIN AGIINNR to impress firmly on mind [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INGRATE AEGINRT ungrateful person [n -S] 

INGRESS EGINRSS act of entering (to come or go into) [n -ES] 

INLANDS ADILNNS INLAND, interior of region [n] 

INNAGES AEGINNS INNAGE, quantity of goods remaining in container after shipment [n] 

INNARDS ADINNRS internal organs [n INNARDS] 

INNINGS GIINNNS INNING, division of baseball game [n] / part of game of cricket [n -ES] 

INROADS ADINORS INROAD, hostile invasion [n] 

INSIDER DEIINRS accepted member of clique [n -S] 

INSIDES DEIINSS INSIDE, something that lies within [n] 

INSIGNE EGIINNS insignia (insigne) [n -NIA] 

INSTEAD ADEINST as substitute or equivalent [adv] 

INSURED DEINRSU one who is insured [n -S] / INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INTAGLI AGIILNT INTAGLIO, incised or sunken design [n] 

INTEGER EEGINRT whole number [n -S] 

INTENDS DEINNST INTEND, to have as specific aim or purpose [v] 

INTONED DEINNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

INTRUDE DEINRTU to thrust or force oneself in [v -D, -DING, -S] 

INURING GIINNRU INURE, to accustom to accept something undesirable [v] 

INURNED DEINNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

IODATES ADEIOST IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODINES DEIINOS IODINE, nonmetallic element [n] 

IODISES DEIIOSS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IONISED DEIINOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONOGEN EGINNOO compound capable of forming ions [n -S] 

IRISING GIIINRS IRIS, to give form of rainbow to [v] 

IRONING GIINNOR clothes pressed or to be pressed [n -S] / IRON, to furnish with iron (metallic element) [v] 

ISLANDS ADILNSS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISLETED DEEILST ISLET, small island [adj] 

ISODOSE DEIOOSS pertaining to zones that receive equal doses of radiation [adj] 
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ISOGONE EGINOOS line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field [n -S] 

ISOGONS GINOOSS ISOGON, polygon having equal angles [n] 

ISOLEAD ADEILOS line on ballistic graph [n -S] 

ISOLOGS GILOOSS ISOLOG, isologue (type of chemical compound) [n] 

ISSUING GIINSSU ISSUE, to come forth [v] 
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LAAGERS AAEGLRS LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

LADINOS ADILNOS LADINO, fast-growing clover [n] 

LADLERS ADELLRS LADLER, one that ladles (to lift out with ladle (type of spoon)) [n] 

LADRONE ADELNOR thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

LADRONS ADLNORS LADRON, ladrone (thief (one that steals (steal))) [n] 

LAGOONS AGLNOOS LAGOON, shallow body of water [n] 

LAGUNAS AAGLNSU LAGUNA, lagoon (shallow body of water) [n] 

LAGUNES AEGLNSU LAGUNE, lagoon (shallow body of water) [n] 

LAIRAGE AAEGILR place where cattle are housed at markets [n -S] 

LAIRING AGIILNR LAIR, to live in lair (wild animal's resting or dwelling place) [v] 

LALLAND AADLLLN lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n -S] 

LALLING AGILLLN LALL, to articulate letter r as l [v] 

LANATED AADELNT lanate (covered with wool) [adj] 

LANDAUS AADLNSU LANDAU, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

LANDERS ADELNRS LANDER, one that lands (to set down upon land (solid ground)) [n] 

LANDLER ADELLNR slow Austrian dance [n -S] 

LANGREL AEGLLNR langrage (shot formerly used in naval warfare) [n -S] 

LANGUES AEGLNSU LANGUE, type of language (body of words and systems serving as means of communication) [n] 

LANGUET AEGLNTU tonguelike part [n -S] 

LANGUOR AGLNORU state of being languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [n -S] 

LANGURS AGLNRSU LANGUR, Asian monkey [n] 

LANIARD AADILNR lanyard (fastening rope on ship) [n -S] 

LANUGOS AGLNOSU LANUGO, fine, soft hair [n] 

LAOGAIS AAGILOS LAOGAI, system of forced-labor camps in China [n] 

LARDERS ADELRRS LARDER, place where food is stored [n] 

LARDIER ADEILRR LARDY, resembling lard [adj] 

LARDONS ADLNORS LARDON, thin slice of bacon or pork [n] 

LARDOON ADLNOOR lardon (thin slice of bacon or pork) [n -S] 

LARGESS AEGLRSS generosity [n -ES] 

LARGEST AEGLRST LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adj] 

LARIGAN AAGILNR leather boot [n -S] 

LARNING AGILNNR LARN, to learn (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [v] 

LASAGNA AAAGLNS Italian baked dish [n -S] 

LASAGNE AAEGLNS lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n -S] 

LASERED ADEELRS LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LASSOED ADELOSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LASTING AGILNST durable fabric [n -S] / LAST, to continue in existence [v] 

LATENED ADEELNT LATEN, to become late [v] 
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LATERAD AADELRT toward side [adv] 

LATIGOS AGILOST LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

LAUDERS ADELRSU LAUDER, one that lauds (to praise (to express approval or admiration of)) [n] 

LAUNDER ADELNRU to wash clothes [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEADENS ADEELNS LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [v] 

LEADERS ADEELRS LEADER, one that leads or guides [n] 

LEADIER ADEEILR LEADY, resembling lead [adj] 

LEAGUER AEEGLRU to besiege (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEAGUES AEEGLSU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LEANING AEGILNN tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n -s] / LEAN, to deviate from vertical position [v] 

LEARNED ADEELNR LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LEASING AEGILNS falsehood [n -S] / LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [v] 

LEERING EEGILNR LEER, to look with sideways glance [v] 

LEGATEE AEEEGLT inheritor of legacy [n -S] 

LEGATES AEEGLST LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

LEGATOR AEGLORT one that legates (to bequeath (to grant by testament)) [n -s] 

LEGATOS AEGLOST LEGATO, smooth and flowing musical style [n] 

LEGIONS EGILNOS LEGION, large military force [n] 

LEGISTS EGILSST LEGIST, one learned or skilled in law [n] 

LEGLESS EEGLLSS having no legs [adj] 

LENDERS DEELNRS LENDER, one that lends (to give temporary use of) [n] 

LENITED DEEILNT LENITE, to articulate lenis [v] 

LENSING EGILNNS act or instance of filming motion picture [n -S] / LENS, to make film of [v] 

LENTIGO EGILNOT freckle [n -IGINES] 

LENTOID DEILNOT object shaped like lens [n -S] 

LEOTARD ADELORT close-fitting garment [n -S] 

LETTING EGILNTT LET, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

LIAISED ADEIILS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIANOID ADIILNO pertaining to liana (tropical vine) [adj] 

LIDLESS DEILLSS having no lid [adj] 

LIGASES AEGILSS LIGASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

LIGATES AEGILST LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v] 

LIGNANS AGILNNS LIGNAN, type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n] 

LIGNINS GIILNNS LIGNIN, essential part of woody tissue [n] 

LIGNITE EGIILNT type of coal [n -S] 

LIGROIN GIILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 

LIGULAE AEGILLU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [n] 

LIGULAR AGILLRU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [adj] 

LIGULAS AGILLSU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [n] 

LIGULES EGILLSU LIGULE, strap-shaped plant part [n] 

LIGURES EGILRSU LIGURE, precious stone [n] 

LILTING GIILLNT LILT, to sing or speak rhythmically [v] 

LINAGES AEGILNS LINAGE, number of lines of printed material [n] 

LINDANE ADEILNN insecticide [n -S] 

LINDENS DEILNNS LINDEN, tall forest tree [n] 

LINDIES DEIILNS LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 
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LINEAGE AEEGILN direct descent from ancestor [n -S] 

LINGERS EGILNRS LINGER, to delay leaving [v] 

LINGIER EGIILNR LINGY, covered with heaths [adj] 

LINGOES EGILNOS LINGO, strange or incomprehensible language [n] 

LINGUAE AEGILNU LINGUA, tongue or tonguelike part [n] 

LINGUAL AGILLNU sound articulated with tongue [n -S] 

LINGULA AGILLNU organ or process shaped like tongue [n -E] 

LININGS GIILNNS LINING, inner layer [n] 

LINSANG AGILNNS carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

LINSEED DEEILNS flaxseed (seed of flax) [n -S] 

LINTING GIILNNT LINT, to give off lint (bits of fiber or fluff) [v] 

LISTING GIILNST something that is listed [n -S] / LIST, to write down in particular order [v] 

LOADERS ADELORS LOADER, one that loads (to place in or on means of conveyance) [n] 

LOANING AGILNNO lane (narrow passageway) [n -S] / LOAN, to lend (to give temporary use of) [v] 

LOGANIA AAGILNO designating family of flowering plants [adj] 

LOGIEST EGILOST LOGY, sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) [adj] 

LOGIONS GILNOOS LOGION, saying attributed to Jesus [n] 

LOGOUTS GLOOSTU LOGOUT, act of ending connection with computer system [n] 

LOGROLL GLLLOOR to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOLLING GILLLNO LOLL, to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner) [v] 

LONGANS AGLNNOS LONGAN, edible fruit of Chinese tree [n] 

LONGERS EGLNORS LONGER, one that longs (to desire strongly) [n] 

LONGEST EGLNOST LONG, extending for considerable distance [adj] 

LONGIES EGILNOS long underwear [n LONGIES] 

LOOGIES EGILOOS LOOGIE, bolus of phlegm [n]  

LOOSING GILNOOS LOOSE, to set free [v] 

LOOTING GILNOOT act of stealing goods left unprotected [n -S] / LOOT, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

LORGNON GLNNOOR pair of eyeglasses with handle [n -S] 

LOSINGS GILNOSS LOSING, loss (act of one that loses) [n] 

LOTTING GILNOTT LOT, to distribute proportionately [v] 

LOUDENS DELNOSU LOUDEN, to make or become louder [v] 

LOUDEST DELOSTU LOUD, strongly audible [adj] 

LOUNGER EGLNORU one that lounges (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner) [n -S] 

LOUNGES EGLNOSU LOUNGE, to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner [v] 

LOURING GILNORU LOUR, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v] 

LOUSING GILNOSU LOUSE, to spoil or bungle [v] 

LOUTING GILNOTU LOUT, to bow in respect [v] 

LUGSAIL AGILLSU type of sail [n -S] 

LULLING GILLLNU LULL, to cause to sleep or rest [v] 

LUNATED ADELNTU lunate (crescent-shaped) [adj] 

LUNGANS AGLNNSU LUNGAN, longan (edible fruit of Chinese tree) [n] 

LUNGEES EEGLNSU LUNGEE, lungi (loincloth worn by men in India) [n] 

LUNGERS EGLNRSU LUNGER, one that lunges (to make forceful forward movement) [n] 

LUNTING GILNNTU LUNT, to emit smoke [v] 

LURDANE ADELNRU lurdan (lazy or stupid person) [n -S] 

LURDANS ADLNRSU LURDAN, lazy or stupid person [n] 
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LUSTING GILNSTU LUST, to have intense desire [v] 

LUSTRED DELRSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUTINGS GILNSTU LUTING, substance used as sealant [n] 

 

8-Point Face Value 

N 

NADIRAL AADILNR NADIR, point on celestial sphere [adj] 

NAGANAS AAAGNNS NAGANA, disease of horses in Africa [n] 

NAIADES AADEINS NAIAD, water nymph [n] 

NAILING AGIILNN NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal) [v] 

NANDINA AADINNN Asian shrub [n -S] 

NANDINS ADINNNS NANDIN, evergreen shrub [n] 

NANNIED ADEINNN NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NARDINE ADEINNR NARD, fragrant ointment [adj] 

NARDOOS ADNOORS NARDOO, clover-like plant [n] 

NARGILE AEGILNR narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

NATURED ADENRTU NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [adj] 

NEARING AEGINNR NEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

NEEDERS DEEENRS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n] 

NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDLER DEEELNR one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S] 

NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEGATER AEEGNRT one that negates (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

NEGATES AEEGNST NEGATE, to nullify (to make useless or ineffective) [v] 

NEGATON AEGNNOT negatron (electron (elementary particle)) [n -S] 

NEGATOR AEGNORT negater (one that negates (to nullify)) [n -S] 

NEGRONI EGINNOR alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

NEGUSES EEGNSSU NEGUS, alcoholic beverage [n] 

NEOGENE EEEGNNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

NERDIER DEEINRR NERDY, socially inept [adj] 

NEREIDS DEEINRS NEREID, sea nymph [n] 

NESTING EGINNST NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs) [v] 

NESTLED DEELNST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NETTING EGINNTT net [n -S] / NET, to catch in net (type of openwork fabric) [v] / NETT [v] 

NETTLED DEELNTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NEUROID DEINORU resembling nerve [adj] 

NIAGARA AAAGINR outpouring or deluge [n -S] 

NIDATES ADEINST NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

NIDUSES DEINSSU NIDUS, nest or breeding place [n] 

NIGELLA AEGILLN annual herb [n -S] 

NILGAIS AGIILNS NILGAI, large antelope [n] 

NILGAUS AGILNSU NILGAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

NILLING GIILLNN NILL, to be unwilling [v] 

NITRIDE DEIINRT to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

NITRIDS DIINRST NITRID, nitride [n] 

NODULAR ADLNORU NODULE, small node [adj] 
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NODULES DELNOSU NODULE, small node [n] 

NOISING GIINNOS NOISE, to spread as rumor or report [v] 

NONAGES AEGNNOS NONAGE, period of immaturity [n] 

NONAGON AGNNNOO nine-sided polygon [n -S] 

NONEGOS EGNNOOS NONEGO, all that is not part of ego [n] 

NOODLES DELNOOS NOODLE, to play idly on musical instrument [v] 

NOOGIES EGINOOS NOOGIE, playful rubbing of one's knuckles on another's head [n] 

NOONING GINNNOO meal eaten at noon [n -S] 

NOOSING GINNOOS NOOSE, to secure with type of loop [v] 

NORLAND ADLNNOR region in north [n -S] 

NOSINGS GINNOSS NOSING, projecting edge [n] 

NOTATED ADENOTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NOUGATS AGNOSTU NOUGAT, chewy candy [n] 

NUDISTS DINSSTU NUDIST, advocate of nudism [n] 

NULLING GILLNNU NULL, to reduce to nothing [v] 

NURLING GILNNRU NURL, to knurl (to make grooves or ridges in) [v] 

NURSING GINNRSU profession of one who nurses [n -S] / NURSE, to care for sick or infirm [v] 

NUTATED ADENTTU NUTATE, to exhibit nutation [v] 

NUTGALL AGLLNTU gallnut (abnormal swelling of plant tissue) [n -S] 

NUTTING GINNTTU act of gathering nuts [n -S] / NUT, to gather nuts (hard-shelled dry fruits) [v] 

 

8-Point Face Value 

O 

ODONATA AADNOOT insects of order of predacious insects [n ODONATA] 

ODONATE ADENOOT any of order of predacious insects [n -S] 

ODORANT ADNOORT odorous substance [n -S] 

ODOROUS DOOORSU having odor (property of substance that affects sense of smell) [adj] 

OERSTED DEEORST unit of magnetic intensity [n -S] 

OILSEED DEEILOS seed from which oil is pressed out [n -S] 

OLDNESS DELNOSS state of being old (living or existing for relatively long time) [n -S] 

OLDSTER DELORST old person [n -S] 

OLINGOS GILNOOS OLINGO, small mammal of Central and South America [n] 

OLOGIES EGILOOS OLOGY, branch of knowledge [n] 

OLOGIST GILOOST expert in particular ology [n -S] 

ONAGERS AEGNORS ONAGER, wild ass of central Asia [n] 

ONLOADS ADLNOOS ONLOAD, to load vehicle or container [v] 

ONSTAGE AEGNOST being on part of stage visible to audience [adj] 

OODLINS DILNOOS oodles (large amount) [n OODLINS] 

OOGONIA AGINOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [n] 

OOLONGS GLNOOOS OOLONG, dark Chinese tea [n] 

ORANGES AEGNORS ORANGE, citrus fruit [n] 

ORATING AGINORT ORATE, to speak formally [v] 

ORDAINS ADINORS ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

ORDEALS ADELORS ORDEAL, severely difficult or painful experience [n] 

ORDERER DEEORRR one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n -S] 

ORDINAL ADILNOR number designating position in series [n -S] 
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ORDINES DEINORS ORDO, calendar of religious directions [n] 

ORDURES DEORRSU ORDURE, manure [n] 

OREGANO AEGNOOR aromatic herb used as seasoning [n -S] 

OREIDES DEEIORS OREIDE, oroide (alloy used to imitate gold) [n] 

ORGANON AGNNOOR system of rules for scientific investigation [n -NA, -S] 

ORGEATS AEGORST ORGEAT, almond-flavored syrup [n] 

ORGIAST AGIORST one who participates in orgy [n -S] 

ORGONES EGNOORS ORGONE, postulated energy pervading universe [n] 

ORIGANS AGINORS ORIGAN, marjoram (fragrant herb) [n] 

ORIGINS GIINORS ORIGIN, coming into being [n] 

OROGENS EGNOORS OROGEN, belt of earth's crust involved in orogeny [n] 

OROIDES DEIOORS OROIDE, alloy used to imitate gold [n] 

OROTUND DNOORTU full and clear in sound [adj] 

OSIERED DEEIORS OSIER, European tree [adj] 

OSTEOID DEIOOST uncalcified bone matrix [n -S] 

OTALGIA AAGILOT pain in ear [n -S]  

OURANGS AGNORSU OURANG, orang (large ape) [n] 

OUSTING GINOSTU OUST, to expel or remove from position or place [v] 

OUTAGES AEGOSTU OUTAGE, failure or interruption in use or functioning [n] 

OUTDARE ADEORTU to surpass in daring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTDATE ADEOTTU to make out-of-date [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTDOER DEOORTU one that outdoes (to exceed in performance) [n -S] 

OUTDOES DEOOSTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDONE DENOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDOOR DOOORTU pertaining to open air [adj] 

OUTDUEL DELOTUU to surpass in dueling [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

OUTGAIN AGINOTU to gain more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGOES EGOOSTU OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGONE EGNOOTU OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGRIN GINORTU to surpass in grinning [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OUTGUNS GNOSTUU OUTGUN, to surpass in firepower [v] 

OUTINGS GINOSTU OUTING, short pleasure trip [n] 

OUTLAID ADILOTU OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAND ADLNOTU foreign land [n -S] 

OUTLEAD ADELOTU to surpass in leading [v -LED, -ING, -S] 

OUTRAGE AEGORTU to arouse anger or resentment in [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRANG AGNORTU OUTRING, to ring louder than [v] 

OUTREAD ADEORTU to surpass in reading [v OUTREAD, -ING, -S] 

OUTRIDE DEIORTU to ride faster or better than [v -RODE, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OUTRIGS GIORSTU OUTRIG, to equip (boat) with outriggers (projections having floats) [v] 

OUTRING GINORTU to ring louder than [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTRODE DEOORTU OUTRIDE, to ride faster or better than [v] 

OUTRUNG GNORTUU OUTRING, to ring louder than [v] 

OUTSAID ADIOSTU OUTSAY, to surpass in saying [v] 

OUTSANG AGNOSTU OUTSING, to surpass in singing [v] 

OUTSIDE DEIOSTU outer side, surface, or part [n -S] 
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OUTSING GINOSTU to surpass in singing [v -SANG, -SUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTSOLD DLOOSTU OUTSELL, to sell more than [v] 

OUTSUNG GNOSTUU OUTSING, to surpass in singing [v] 

OUTTOLD DLOOTTU OUTTELL, to say openly [v] 

 

8-Point Face Value 

R 

RADIALE AADEILR bone of carpus [n -LIA] 

RADIALS AADILRS RADIAL, part diverging from center [n] 

RADIANS AADINRS RADIAN, unit of angular measure [n] 

RADIANT AADINRT point from which rays are emitted [n -S] 

RADIATE AADEIRT to emit rays [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADULAE AADELRU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [n] 

RADULAR AADLRRU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [adj] 

RADULAS AADLRSU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [n] 

RAGLANS AAGLNRS RAGLAN, type of overcoat (warm coat worn over indoor clothing) [n] 

RAGOUTS AGORSTU RAGOUT, to make into highly seasoned stew [v] 

RAGTAIL AAGILRT ragged, shabby [adj] 

RAIDERS ADEIRRS RAIDER, one that raids (to make sudden assault on) [n] 

RAILING AGIILNR fence-like barrier [n -S] / RAIL, to scold in abusive or insolent language [v] 

RAINING AGIINNR RAIN, to fall like rain (drops of water condensed from clouds) [v] 

RAISING AGIINRS elevation [n -S] / RAISE, to move to higher position [v] 

RALLIED ADEILLR RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v] 

RANDANS AADNNRS RANDAN, boat rowed by three persons [n] 

RANDIER ADEINRR RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANDIES ADEINRS RANDY, rude person [n] 

RANGERS AEGNRRS RANGER, officer supervising care of forest [n] 

RANGIER AEGINRR RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 

RANTING AGINNRT RANT, to speak in loud or vehement manner [v] 

RASSLED ADELRSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RATINGS AGINRST RATING, relative estimate or evaluation [n] 

RATTING AGINRTT RAT, to hunt rats (long-tailed rodents) [v] 

RATTLED ADELRTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

READERS ADEERRS READER, one that reads (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [n] 

READIER ADEEIRR READY, prepared [adj] 

READIES ADEEIRS READY, to make ready [v] 

READORN ADENORR to adorn again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READOUT ADEORTU presentation of computer data [n -S] 

REAGENT AEEGNRT substance used in chemical reaction to ascertain nature or composition of another [n -S] 

REAGINS AEGINRS REAGIN, type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [n] 

REALGAR AAEGLRR mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

REALIGN AEGILNR to align again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REARGUE AEEGRRU to argue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REARING AEGINRR act of animal standing on its rear limbs [n -S] / REAR, to lift upright [v] 

REDATES ADEERST REDATE, to date again [v] 
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REDEARS ADEERRS REDEAR, common sunfish [n] 

REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

REDLINE DEEILNR to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v -D, -NING, -S] 

REDNESS DEENRSS state of being red (of color of blood) [n -ES] 

REDOUTS DEORSTU REDOUT, condition in which blood is driven to head [n] 

REDRESS DEERRSS to set right [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REDRIES DEEIRRS REDRY, to dry again [v] 

REDRILL DEILLRR to drill again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDROOT DEOORRT perennial herb [n -S] 

REDTAIL ADEILRT type of hawk [n -S] 

REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEDITS DEEIRST REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

REELING EEGILNR sustained noise [n -S] / REEL, to wind on type of rotary device [v] 

REESTED DEEERST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

REGAINS AEGINRS REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGALER AEEGLRR one that regales (to delight (to give great pleasure to)) [n -S] 

REGALES AEEGLRS REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGALIA AAEGILR rights and privileges of king [n REGALIA] 

REGATTA AAEGRTT boat race [n -S] 

REGEARS AEEGRRS REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REGENTS EEGNRST REGENT, one who rules in place of sovereign [n] 

REGINAE AEEGINR REGINA, queen [n] 

REGINAL AEGILNR REGINA, queen [adj] 

REGINAS AEGINRS REGINA, queen [n] 

REGIONS EGINORS REGION, administrative area or division [n] 

REGLETS EEGLRST REGLET, flat, narrow molding [n] 

REGLOSS EGLORSS to gloss again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REGLUES EEGLRSU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REGNANT AEGNNRT reigning [adj] 

REGOSOL EGLOORS type of soil [n -S] 

REGRANT AEGNRRT to grant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRATE AEEGRRT to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRESS EEGRRSS to go back [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REGRETS EEGRRST REGRET, to look back upon with sorrow or remorse [v] 

REGULAR AEGLRRU habitual customer [n -S] 

REGULUS EGLRSUU mass that forms beneath slag in furnace [n -LI, -ES] 

REINING EGIINNR REIN, to restrain (to hold back from action) [v] 

RELANDS ADELNRS RELAND, to land again [v] 

RELATED ADEELRT RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELENDS DEELNRS RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELINED DEEILNR RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELOADS ADELORS RELOAD, to load again [v] 

RENDERS DEENRRS RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENEGER EEEGNRR one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S] 
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RENEGES EEEGNRS RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

RENTING EGINNRT RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly [v] 

REOILED DEEILOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REREADS ADEERRS REREAD, to read again [v] 

REREDOS DEEORRS ornamental screen behind altar [n -ES] 

RESEDAS ADEERSS RESEDA, flowering plant [n] 

RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESENDS DEENRSS RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESIDER DEEIRRS resident (one who resides) [n -S] 

RESIDES DEEIRSS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

RESIDUA ADEIRSU RESIDUUM, residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n] 

RESIDUE DEEIRSU something remaining after removal of part [n -S] 

RESIGNS EGINRSS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

RESILED DEEILRS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESINED DEEINRS RESIN, to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants) [v] 

RESITED DEEIRST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESOLED DEELORS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESOUND DENORSU to make loud, long, or echoing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAGE AEEGRST to stage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RESTING EGINRST REST, to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity [v] 

RESURGE EEGRRSU to rise again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RETARDS ADERRST RETARD, to slow progress of [v] 

RETILED DEEILRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETIRED DEEIRRT RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETREAD ADEERRT to furnish with new tread [v RETROD, -ED, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

RETRIED DEEIRRT RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETTING EGINRTT RET, to soak in order to loosen fiber from woody tissue [v] 

RETUNED DEENRTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

REUSING EGINRSU REUSE, to use again [v] 

RIDOTTO DIOORTT public musical entertainment in 18th century England [n -S] 

RIGOURS GIORRSU RIGOUR, rigor (strictness or severity) [n] 

RILLING GIILLNR RILL, to flow like rill (small brook) [v] 

RINGENT EGINNRT having open liplike parts [adj] 

RINGERS EGINRRS RINGER, one that rings (to form ring (circular band) around) [n] 

RINGLET EGILNRT curly lock of hair [n -S] 

RINNING GIINNNR RIN, to run or melt [v] 

RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S] / RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [v] 

RIOTING GIINORT violent public disturbance [n -S] / RIOT, to take part in violent public disturbance [v] 

RISINGS GIINRSS RISING, act of one that rises [n] 

RITARDS ADIRRST RITARD, musical passage with gradual slackening in tempo [n] 

ROADEOS ADEOORS ROADEO, competition for truck drivers [n] 

ROADIES ADEIORS ROADIE, person who works for traveling entertainers [n] 

ROARING AGINORR loud, deep sound [n -S] / ROAR, to utter loud, deep sound [v] 

ROASTED ADEORST ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 
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RODENTS DENORST RODENT, gnawing mammal [n] 

RODLESS DELORSS having no rod [adj] 

ROILING GIILNOR ROIL, to make muddy [v] 

ROLLING GILLNOR act of one that rolls [n -S] / ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [v] 

RONDEAU ADENORU short poem of fixed form [n -X] 

RONDELS DELNORS RONDEL, rondeau of 14 lines [n] 

RONDURE DENORRU circle or sphere [n -S] 

RONTGEN EGNNORT roentgen (unit of radiation dosage) [n -S] 

ROOSING GINOORS ROOSE, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

ROOSTED DEOORST ROOST, to settle down for rest or sleep [v] 

ROOTAGE AEGOORT system of roots [n -S] 

ROOTING GINOORT ROOT, to put forth root (underground portion of plant) [v] 

ROOTLED DELOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROSINED DEINORS ROSIN, to treat with rosin (brittle resin) [v] 

ROTATED ADEORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTGUTS GORSTTU ROTGUT, inferior liquor [n] 

ROTTING GINORTT ROT, to decompose [v] 

ROTUNDA ADNORTU round building [n -S] 

ROULADE ADELORU musical embellishment [n -S] 

ROUNDEL DELNORU round figure or object [n -S] 

ROUNDER DENORRU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] / tool for rounding [n -S] 

ROUSING GINORSU ROUSE, to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity [v] 

ROUSTED DEORSTU ROUST, to arouse and drive out [v] 

ROUTING GINORTU ROUT, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] / ROUTE, to send on particular course [v] 

RUDERAL ADELRRU plant growing in poor land [n -S] 

RUDISTS DIRSSTU RUDIST, cone-shaped extinct mollusk [n] 

RUGOLAS AGLORSU RUGOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

RUGOSAS AGORSSU RUGOSA, flowering plant [n] 

RUGRATS AGRRSTU RUGRAT, young child [n] 

RUINING GIINNRU RUIN, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RULINGS GILNRSU RULING, authoritative decision [n] 

RUNDLES DELNRSU RUNDLE, rung (crosspiece forming step of ladder) [n] 

RUNDLET DELNRTU small barrel [n -S] 

RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S] / RUN, to move by rapid steps [v] 

RUSTING GINRSTU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [v] 

RUSTLED DELRSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

RUTTING GINRTTU RUT, to make ruts (grooves) in [v] 
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SADIRON ADINORS heavy flatiron [n -S] 

SADISTS ADISSST SADIST, one marked by sadism [n] 

SADNESS ADENSSS state of being sad (unhappy (not happy (marked by joy))) [n -ES] 

SAGIEST AEGISST SAGY, flavored with sage [adj] 

SAGUARO AAGORSU tall cactus [n -S] 

SAILING AGIILNS act of one that sails [n -S] / SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [v] 
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SAINING AGIINNS SAIN, to make sign of cross on [v] 

SAINTED ADEINST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SALLIED ADEILLS SALLY, to rush out suddenly [v] 

SALTING AGILNST land regularly flooded by tides [n -S] / SALT, to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative) [v] 

SALUTED ADELSTU SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect [v] 

SANDALS AADLNSS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANDERS ADENRSS SANDER, one that sands (to smooth by rubbing with abrasive) [n] 

SANDIER ADEINRS SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDLOT ADLNOST vacant lot [n -S] 

SANGARS AAGNRSS SANGAR, temporary fortification for two or three men [n] 

SANGERS AEGNRSS SANGER, sangar (temporary fortification for two or three men) [n] 

SANGRIA AAGINRS alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

SARANGI AAGINRS stringed instrument of India [n -S] 

SARDANA AAADNRS Spanish folk dance [n -S] 

SARDARS AADRRSS SARDAR, sirdar (person of rank in India) [n] 

SARDINE ADEINRS to pack tightly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

SARDIUS ADIRSSU sard (variety of quartz) [n -ES] 

SARODES ADEORSS SARODE, sarod (stringed instrument of India) [n] 

SARONGS AGNORSS SARONG, outer garment worn in Pacific islands [n] 

SASSING AGINSSS SASS, to talk impudently to [v] 

SATANGS AAGNSST SATANG, monetary unit of Thailand [n] 

SATINED ADEINST SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

SATSANG AAGNSST sacred gathering in Hinduism [n -S] 

SAUGERS AEGRSSU SAUGER, freshwater fish [n] 

SAUNAED AADENSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SAUSAGE AAEGSSU finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n -S] 

SAUTEED ADEESTU SAUTE, to fry in small amount of fat [v] 

SEAGIRT AEGIRST surrounded by sea [adj] 

SEAGULL AEGLLSU gull frequenting sea [n -S] 

SEALING AEGILNS hunting of seals [n S] / SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [v] 

SEARING AEGINRS SEAR, to burn surface of [v] 

SEASIDE ADEEISS seashore (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEATING AEGINST material for covering seats [n -S] / SEAT, to place on seat (something on which one sits) [v] 

SEDATER ADEERST SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj] 

SEDATES ADEESST SEDATE, to administer sedative to [v] 

SEDILIA ADEIILS SEDILE, one of seats in church for use of officiating clergy [n] / SEDILIUM [n] 

SEEDERS DEEERSS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n] 

SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n] 

SEELING EEGILNS SEEL, to stitch closed eyes of, as falcon during training [v] 

SEGETAL AEEGLST growing in fields of grain [adj] 

SEIDELS DEEILSS SEIDEL, large beer glass [n] 

SEINING EGIINNS act of catching fish with seine [n -S] / SEINE, to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net [v] 

SEISING EGIINSS seizing (act of one that seizes) [n -S] / SEISE, to seize (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [v] 

SELLING EGILLNS SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [v] 

SENDALS ADELNSS SENDAL, silk fabric [n] 
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SENDERS DEENRSS SENDER, one that sends (to cause to go) [n] 

SENEGAS AEEGNSS SENEGA, medicinal plant root [n] 

SENSING EGINNSS SENSE, to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world) [v] 

SERGERS EEGRRSS SERGER, machine for serging [n] 

SERINGA AEGINRS Brazilian tree [n -S] 

SERRIED DEEIRRS SERRY, to crowd together [v] 

SETTING EGINSTT scenery used in dramatic production [n -S] / SET, to put in particular position [v] 

SETTLED DEELSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SIALIDS ADIILSS SIALID, alderfly (winged insect) [n] 

SIALOID ADIILOS resembling saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [adj] 

SIDLERS DEILRSS SIDLER, one that sidles (to move sideways) [n] 

SIGNALS AGILNSS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIGNEES EEGINSS SIGNEE, signer of document [n] 

SIGNERS EGINRSS SIGNER, one that signs (to write one's name on) [n] 

SIGNETS EGINSST SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

SIGNIOR GIINORS signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -I, -S] 

SIGNORA AGINORS Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n -S, -RE] 

SIGNORE EGINORS SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] / signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -RI] 

SIGNORI GIINORS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] / SIGNORE, SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] 

SIGNORS GINORSS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] 

SILAGES AEGILSS SILAGE, fodder that has been preserved in silo [n] 

SILOING GIILNOS SILO, to store in silo (tall, cylindrical structure) [v] 

SILTING GIILNST SILT, to fill with silt (sedimentary material) [v] 

SILURID DIILRSU any of family of catfishes [n -S] 

SINGERS EGINRSS SINGER, one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [n] 

SINGLES EGILNSS SINGLE, to select from group [v] 

SINGLET EGILNST man's undershirt or jersey [n -S] 

SINNING GIINNNS SIN, to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law) [v] 

SIRDARS ADIRRSS SIRDAR, person of rank in India [n] 

SITTING GIINSTT meeting or session [n -S] / SIT, to rest on buttocks [v] 

SLANDER ADELNRS to defame (to attack good name of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLANTED ADELNST SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

SLATING AGILNST act of one that slates [n -S] / SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material) [v] 

SLATTED ADELSTT SLAT, to provide with slats (narrow strips of wood or metal) [v] 

SLEETED DEEELST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLENDER DEELNRS thin (having relatively little density or thickness) [adj -ER, -EST] 

SLIDERS DEILRSS SLIDER, one that slides (to move smoothly along surface) [n] 

SLINGER EGILNRS one that slings (to throw with sudden motion) [n -S] 

SLITTED DEILSTT SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

SLOGANS AGLNOSS SLOGAN, motto adopted by group [n] 

SLOTTED DELOSTT SLOT, to cut long, narrow opening in [v] 

SLURRED DELRRSU SLUR, to pass over lightly or carelessly [v] 

SNAILED ADEILNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SNARING AGINNRS SNARE, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

SNARLED ADELNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SNEERED DEEENRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 
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SNELLED DEELLNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNIDEST DEINSST SNIDE, maliciously derogatory [adj] 

SNIGLET EGILNST word coined for something not having name [n -S] 

SNOOLED DELNOOS SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

SNOOTED DENOOST SNOOT, to treat with disdain [v] 

SNORING GINNORS act of breathing loudly while sleeping [n -S] / SNORE, to breathe loudly while sleeping [v] 

SNORTED DENORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

SNOUTED DENOSTU SNOUT, to provide with nozzle [v] 

SOARING AGINORS sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n -S] / SOAR, to fly at great height [v] 

SOIGNEE EEGINOS soigne (carefully done) [adj] 

SOILAGE AEGILOS green crops for feeding animals [n -S] 

SOILING GIILNOS SOIL, to make dirty [v] 

SOLANDS ADLNOSS SOLAND, solan (gannet (large seabird)) [n] 

SOLATED ADELOST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

SOLDANS ADLNOSS SOLDAN, Muslim ruler [n] 

SOLDERS DELORSS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

SOLDIER DEILORS to perform military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOLIDER DEILORS SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SOLOING GILNOOS SOLO, to perform alone [v] 

SONDERS DENORSS SONDER, class of small yachts [n] 

SOOTING GINOOST SOOT, to cover with soot (black substance produced by combustion) [v] 

SORDINE DEINORS device used to muffle tone of musical instrument [n -S] 

SORDINI DIINORS SORDINO, sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n] 

SORDINO DINOORS sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n -NI] 

SORDORS DOORRSS SORDOR, sordid state [n] 

SORINGS GINORSS SORING, practice of making horse's front feet sore to force high stepping [n] 

SORNING GINNORS SORN, to force oneself on others for food and lodging [v] 

SORTIED DEIORST SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v] 

SORTING GINORST separating of items into groups [n -S] / SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size [v] 

SOUDANS ADNOSSU SOUDAN, soldan (Muslim ruler) [n] 

SOUNDER DENORSU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] / one that sounds (to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)) [n -S] 

SOURING GINORSU SOUR, to make or become sour [v] 

SOUSING GINOSSU SOUSE, to immerse something in liquid [v] 

STADIAS AADISST STADIA, method of surveying distances [n] 

STAGERS AEGRSST STAGER, experienced person [n] 

STAGIER AEGIRST STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

STAIDER ADEIRST STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

STAINED ADEINST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

STALAGS AAGLSST STALAG, German prisoner-of-war camp [n] 

STALING AGILNST STALE, to become stale [v] 

STALLED ADELLST STALL, to stop progress of [v] 

STANDEE ADEENST one who stands because of lack of seats [n -S] 

STANDER ADENRST one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n -S] 

STANING AGINNST STANE, to stone (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [v] 

STARING AGINRST STARE, to gaze fixedly [v] 
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STARRED ADERRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

STARTED ADERSTT START, to set out [v] 

STATING AGINSTT STATE, to set forth in words [v] 

STATUED ADESTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [adj] 

STEELED DEEELST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEERED DEEERST STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STERNED DEENRST STERN, rear part of ship [adj] 

STEROID DEIORST type of chemical compound [n -S] 

STETTED DEESTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v] 

STILLED DEILLST STILL, to make still [v] 

STILTED DEILSTT STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 

STINGER EGINRST one that stings (to prick painfully) [n -S] 

STINGES EGINSST STINGE, mean or stingy person [n] 

STINGOS GINOSST STINGO, strong ale or beer [n] 

STINTED DEINSTT STINT, to limit (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [v] 

STIRRED DEIRRST STIR, to pass implement through in circular motions [v] 

STOGIES EGIOSST STOGIE, stogy (long, slender cigar) [n] / STOGY [n] 

STONING GINNOST STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [v] 

STOOGES EGOOSST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STOOLED DELOOST STOOL, to defecate (to discharge feces) [v] 

STORAGE AEGORST place for storing [n -S] 

STORIED DEIORST STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

STORING GINORST STORE, to put away for future use [v] 

STOTTED DEOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v] 

STOUNDS DNOSSTU STOUND, to ache (to suffer dull, continuous pain) [v] 

STRANDS ADNRSST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRANGE AEGNRST unusual or unfamiliar [adj -R, -ST] / fundamental quark [n -S] 

STRIDER DEIRRST one that strides (to walk with long steps) [n -S] 

STRIDES DEIRSST STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

STRIDOR DIORRST strident sound [n -S] 

STRIGIL GIILRST scraping instrument [n -S] 

STRINGS GINRSST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STROUDS DORSSTU STROUD, coarse woolen blanket [n] 

STRUDEL DELRSTU type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

STUDENT DENSTTU person formally engaged in learning [n -S] 

STUDIER DEIRSTU one that studies (to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge) [n -S] 

STUDIES DEISSTU STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

STUDIOS DIOSSTU STUDIO, artist's workroom [n] 

STUNNED DENNSTU STUN, to render senseless or incapable of action [v] 

STUNTED DENSTTU STUNT, to hinder normal growth of [v] 

SUDARIA AADIRSU SUDARIUM, cloth for wiping face [n] 

SUDORAL ADLORSU SUDOR, sweat [adj] 

SUDSERS DERSSSU SUDSER, soap opera [n] 

SUDSIER DEIRSSU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SUGARER AEGRRSU one that makes sugar [n -S] 

SUITING GIINSTU fabric for making suits [n -S] / SUIT, to be appropriate to [v] 
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SULDANS ADLNSSU SULDAN, soldan (Muslim ruler) [n] 

SULLAGE AEGLLSU sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n -S] 

SULLIED DEILLSU SULLY, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SUNDAES ADENSSU SUNDAE, dish of ice cream served with topping [n] 

SUNDERS DENRSSU SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

SUNDIAL ADILNSU type of time-telling device [n -S] 

SUNLAND ADLNNSU area marked by great amount of sunshine [n -S] 

SUNNING GINNNSU SUN, to expose to sun (star around which earth revolves) [v] 

SURGEON EGNORSU one who practices surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation) [n -S] 

SURGERS EGRRSSU SURGER, one that surges (to move in swelling manner) [n] 

SUSSING GINSSSU SUSS, to figure out or check out [v] 

SUTURED DERSTUU SUTURE, to unite by sewing [v] 
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TAGETES AEEGSTT flowering plant [n -S] 

TAGINES AEGINST TAGINE, tajine (earthenware Moroccan cooking pot) [n] 

TAGLINE AEGILNT final line of play or joke that makes point [n -S] 

TAILING AGIILNT part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S] / TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part) [v] 

TAINTED ADEINTT TAINT, to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 

TALLAGE AAEGLLT to tax (to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

TALLIED ADEILLT TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

TALONED ADELNOT TALON, claw of bird of prey [adj] 

TANAGER AAEGNRT brightly colored bird [n -S] 

TANDOOR ADNOORT clay oven [n -I, -S] 

TANGELO AEGLNOT citrus fruit [n -S] 

TANGENT AEGNNTT straight line in contact with curve at one point [n -S] 

TANGIER AEGINRT TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

TANGLER AEGLNRT one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n -S] 

TANGLES AEGLNST TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

TANGOES AEGNOST TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TANNAGE AAEGNNT process of tanning [n -S] 

TANNING AGINNNT process of converting hides into leather [n -S] / TAN, to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals [v] 

TARDIER ADEIRRT TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

TARDIES ADEIRST TARDY, instance of being late [n] 

TARGETS AEGRSTT TARGET, to make goal of [v] 

TARRIED ADEIRRT TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v] 

TARRING AGINRRT TAR, to cover with tar (black viscous liquid) [v] / TARRE, to urge to action [v] 

TARTING AGINRTT TART, to dress up [v] 

TASTING AGINSTT gathering for sampling wines or foods [n -S] / TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [v] 

TATTING AGINTTT delicate handmade lace [n -S] / TAT, to make tatting [v] 

TATTLED ADELTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TAUNTED ADENTTU TAUNT, to challenge or reproach sarcastically [v] 

TAUTAUG AAGTTUU tautog (marine fish) [n -S] 

TAUTING AGINTTU TAUT, to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v] 

TAUTOGS AGOSTTU TAUTOG, marine fish [n] 
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TEARGAS AAEGRST to subject to gas that irritates eyes [v -SSED, -SSING, -ES, -SSES] 

TEARING AEGINRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [v] 

TEASING AEGINST TEASE, to make fun of [v] 

TEDIOUS DEIOSTU causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired (sapped of strength))) [adj] 

TEENAGE AEEEGNT pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [adj] 

TEGULAE AEEGLTU TEGULA, flat roof tile used in ancient Rome [n] 

TEGULAR AEGLRTU resembling tile [adj] 

TELEDUS DEELSTU TELEDU, carnivorous mammal [n] 

TELEGAS AEEGLST TELEGA, Russian wagon [n] 

TELLING EGILLNT TELL, to give detailed account of [v] 

TELOGEN EEGLNOT hair growth period [n -S]  

TENDERS DEENRST TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

TENDONS DENNOST TENDON, band of tough, fibrous tissue [n] 

TENDRIL DEILNRT leafless organ of climbing plants [n -S] 

TENONED DEENNOT TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v] 

TENSING EGINNST TENSE, to make tense [v] 

TENTAGE AEEGNTT supply of tents [n -S] 

TENTING EGINNTT TENT, to live in tent (type of portable shelter) [v] 

TENURED DEENRTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

TEREDOS DEEORST TEREDO, bivalve mollusk [n] 

TERGITE EEGIRTT tergum (back part of segment of arthropod) [n -S] 

TESTING EGINSTT act of evaluating one by examination [n -S] / TEST, to evaluate by examination [v] 

TESTUDO DEOSTTU portable screen used as shield by ancient Romans [n -DINES, -S] 

TETRADS ADERSTT TETRAD, group of four [n] 

TETRODE DEEORTT type of electron tube [n -S] 

TIARAED AADEIRT TIARA, jeweled headpiece worn by women [adj] 

TIDIERS DEIIRST TIDIER, one that tidies (to make tidy) [n] 

TIDIEST DEIISTT TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 

TIERING EGIINRT TIER, to arrange in tiers (rows placed one above another) [v] 

TIGLONS GILNOST TIGLON, offspring of male tiger and female lion [n] 

TIGNONS GINNOST TIGNON, piece of cloth worn as headdress in Louisiana [n] 

TIGRESS EGIRSST female tiger [n -ES] 

TILINGS GIILNST TILING, surface of tiles [n] 

TILLAGE AEGILLT cultivated land [n -S] 

TILLING GIILLNT TILL, to prepare land for crops by plowing [v] 

TILTING GIILNTT TILT, to cause to slant [v] 

TINDERS DEINRST TINDER, readily combustible material [n] 

TINEIDS DEIINST TINEID, one of family of moths [n] 

TINGLER EGILNRT one that tingles (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [n -S] 

TINGLES EGILNST TINGLE, to cause prickly, stinging sensation [v] 

TINNING GIINNNT TIN, to coat with tin (metallic element) [v] 

TINTING GIINNTT process of one that tints [n -S] / TINT, to color slightly or delicately [v] 

TIRADES ADEIRST TIRADE, long, vehement speech [n] 

TIREDER DEEIRRT TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

TIRLING GIILNRT TIRL, to make vibrating sound [v] 

TISSUED DEISSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 
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TITLING GIILNTT TITLE, to furnish with title (distinctive appellation) [v] 

TOADIES ADEIOST TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

TOADLET ADELOTT small toad [n -S] 

TOASTED ADEOSTT TOAST, to brown by exposure to heat [v] 

TOERAGS AEGORST TOERAG, contemptible person [n] 

TOILING GIILNOT TOIL, to work strenuously [v] 

TOITING GIINOTT TOIT, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

TOLEDOS DELOOST TOLEDO, finely tempered sword [n] 

TOLIDIN DIILNOT tolidine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

TOLLAGE AEGLLOT toll [n -S] 

TOLLING GILLNOT collecting of tolls [n -S] / TOLL, to collect or impose toll (fixed charge for service or privilege) [v] 

TOLUIDE DEILOTU amide (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TOLUIDS DILOSTU TOLUID, toluide (amide (type of chemical compound)) [n] 

TONGERS EGNORST TONGER, one that tongs (to lift with type of grasping device) [n] 

TONGUES EGNOSTU TONGUE, to touch with tongue (organ of mouth) [v] 

TONNAGE AEGNNOT total weight in tons [n -S] 

TOODLES DELOOST TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOOLING GILNOOT ornamentation done with tools [n -S] / TOOL, to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work) [v] 

TOOTING GINOOTT TOOT, to sound horn or whistle in short blasts [v] 

TOOTLED DELOOTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TORNADO ADNOORT violent windstorm [n -ES, -S] 

TOROIDS DIOORST TOROID, type of geometric surface [n] 

TORSADE ADEORST twisted cord [n -S] 

TOSSING GINOSST TOSS, to throw lightly [v] 

TOSTADA AADOSTT tortilla fried in deep fat [n -S] 

TOSTADO ADOOSTT tostada (tortilla fried in deep fat) [n -S] 

TOTALED ADELOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTTING GINOTTT TOT, to total (to ascertain entire amount of) [v] 

TOURING GINORTU cross-country skiing for pleasure [n -S] / TOUR, to travel from place to place [v] 

TOUSING GINOSTU TOUSE, to tousle (to dishevel (to make messy)) [v] 

TOUSLED DELOSTU TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

TOUTING GINOTTU TOUT, to solicit brazenly [v] 

TRADERS ADERRST TRADER, one that trades (to give in exchange for another commodity) [n] 

TRAILED ADEILRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRAINED ADEINRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

TREADER ADEERRT one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n -S] 

TREADLE ADEELRT to work foot lever [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TREATED ADEERTT TREAT, to behave in particular way toward [v] 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 

TRESSED DEERSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRIAGES AEGIRST TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

TRIALED ADEILRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIDENT DEINRTT spear having three prongs [n -S] 

TRIGONS GINORST TRIGON, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

TRILLED DEILLRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

TRINDLE DEILNRT to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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TRINING GIINNRT TRINE, to place in particular astrological position [v] 

TRIODES DEIORST TRIODE, type of electron tube [n] 

TROGONS GNOORST TROGON, tropical bird [n] 

TROLAND ADLNORT unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n -S] 

TROLLED DELLORT TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

TROTTED DEORTTT TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

TRUNDLE DELNRTU to propel by causing to rotate [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRUSSED DERSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TRUSTED DERSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

TUGLESS EGLSSTU being without rope or chain with which to pull [adj] 

TULADIS ADILSTU TULADI, freshwater fish [n] 

TUNDRAS ADNRSTU TUNDRA, level, treeless expanse of arctic land [n] 

TUNINGS GINNSTU TUNING, act of adjusting musical instrument to correct pitch [n] 

TUNNAGE AEGNNTU tonnage (total weight in tons) [n -S] 

TUNNING GINNNTU TUN, to store in large cask [v] 

TURDINE DEINRTU belonging to large family of singing birds [adj] 

TURGENT EGNRTTU turgid (swollen) [adj] 

TURGITE EGIRTTU iron ore [n -S] 

TURGORS GORRSTU TURGOR, quality or state of being turgid [n] 

TURNING GINNRTU rotation about axis [n -S] / TURN, to move around central point [v] 

TURTLED DELRTTU TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

TUSSLED DELSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

TUTORED DEORTTU TUTOR, to instruct privately [v] 

TUTTING GINTTTU TUT, to utter exclamation of impatience [v] 
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U 

UGLIEST EGILSTU UGLY, displeasing to sight [adj] 

ULLAGES AEGLLSU ULLAGE, amount that container lacks of being full [n] 

UNADULT ADLNTUU not adult [adj] 

UNAGILE AEGILNU not agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

UNAIRED ADEINRU not aired (to expose to air (mixture of gases that surrounds earth)) [adj] 

UNDINES DEINNSU UNDINE, female water spirit [n] 

UNDOERS DENORSU UNDOER, one that undoes (to bring to ruin) [n] 

UNDRESS DENRSSU to remove one's clothing [v -ED, -ST, -ING, -ES] 

UNDREST DENRSTU UNDRESS, to remove one's clothing [v] 

UNDULAR ADLNRUU undulating [adj] 

UNEAGER AEEGNRU not eager (impatiently longing) [adj] 

UNGLUES EGLNSUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGREEN EEGNNRU harmful to environment [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNGUENT EGNNTUU ointment (viscous preparation applied to skin as medicine or cosmetic) [n -S] 

UNGULAE AEGLNUU UNGULA, unguis (nail, claw, or hoof) [n] 

UNGULAR AGLNRUU UNGULA, unguis (nail, claw, or hoof) [adj] 

UNIDEAL ADEILNU not ideal [adj] 

UNITAGE AEGINTU amount in units [n -S] 
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UNITARD ADINRTU leotard that also covers legs [n -S] 

UNITING GIINNTU UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole [v] 

UNLADEN ADELNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLADES ADELNSU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLEADS ADELNSU UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

UNLINED DEILNNU not lined (to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)) [adj] 

UNLOADS ADLNOSU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

UNNOTED DENNOTU not noted (to write down) [adj] 

UNOILED DEILNOU not oiled (to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination)) [adj] 

UNRATED ADENRTU not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

UNROUND DNNORUU to articulate without rounding lips [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNRULED DELNRUU not ruled (to exercise control over) [adj] 

UNSATED ADENSTU not sated (to satiate (to satisfy to or beyond capacity)) [adj] 

UNSLING GILNNSU to remove from slung position [v -LUNG, -ING, -S] 

UNSLUNG GLNNSUU UNSLING, to remove from slung position [v] 

UNSNAGS AGNNSSU UNSNAG, to free of snags [v] 

UNSOLID DILNOSU not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adj] 

UNSOUND DNNOSUU not sound (being in good health or condition) [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNSTUNG GNNSTUU not stung (to prick painfully) [adj] 

UNTIRED DEINRTU not tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

UNTONED DENNOTU lacking in muscular definition [adj] 

UNTREAD ADENRTU to tread back [v UNTROD, -ED, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

UNTRIED DEINRTU not tried (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [adj] 

UNTUNED DENNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

URANIDE ADEINRU uranium (radioactive element) [n -S] 

UREDIAL ADEILRU pertaining to uredium (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [adj] 

UREIDES DEEIRSU UREIDE, chemical compound [n] 

URIDINE DEIINRU chemical compound [n -S] 

URODELE DEELORU type of amphibian (cold-blooded animal that grows from juvenile water-breathing form to adult air-breathing form) [n -S] 

UTTERED DEERTTU UTTER, to give audible expression to [v] 
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